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Food for Thought

‣ The Grid is Not a Customer
– While we want technologies to provide system value, they must provide
customer value to be deployed

‣ It’s Hard to Sell Value Stacking
– Value stacking is great in principle, but extremely difficult in practice,
especially when values are spread across different stakeholders

‣ LDES is All About Risk
– LDES technologies thrive at mitigating a myriad of risks including availability,
delivery, and pricing
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The System Level Need for LDES on an Evolving Grid is Clear
‣ Studies have shown that “firm, low-carbon” resources like LDES are necessary for
minimizing power costs on a deeply decarbonized grid
– Reduces average modeled systemwide costs
– Decreases variability in modeled outcomes

Sepulveda, N., Jenkins, J.D., Lester, R., de Sisternes, F. (2018), “The role of firm low-carbon electricity resources in deep
decarbonization of electric power generation,” Joule 2(11). doi:10.1016/j.joule.2018.08.006
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How Does LDES Deliver Value?
‣ LDES technologies shine in risk mitigation roles which can take two key forms
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Who Does LDES Provide Value To?
‣ Customers will have specific needs and pain points (i.e. not “The Grid”)
‣ “Value stacking” sounds attractive, but may be difficult to capture, especially if
values accrue to different customers
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LDES Applications Coming into Focus
Capacity Resource for LSEs

Interconnection Maximization for Developers

8minute’s project with LADWP will include about 65 MW of additional solar PV beyond
its nameplate capacity to serve the battery storage to be added to the project, because
the Kern County transmission corridor, already the home of about 1 GW of solar PV,
has a maximum capacity for how much power it can carry to Los Angeles.

Backup Power for Critical Loads

Risk Management for Energy Marketers

Through this analysis, we provide a quantitative framework to demonstrate the ability
of storage to manage risk and return for wind farms exposed to volume and basis risk
factors… The results are persistent across the wind farms modeled and demonstrate
the impact of bulk energy storage technologies to effectively manage risks and
maximize returns.
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